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via Nikki Comerford, Heartland Institute
Greetings to Heartland 12th International Conference on Climate Change, 2017 at DC.
Top greetings to ICCC12! I am really sorry not to be there. It is fantastic after all these years to
get the CO2 warmist #FakeScience fraudsters on the run. Congratulations to Heartland Institute
which has played such a tremendous role in this success.
The CO2 lobbyists are desperate and resisting and lying like cornered rats.
We must relentlessly hammer home the message CO2 levels are an effect NOT a cause of
Changes in Climate (Temperature) and repeatedly challenge them to produce real world
evidence that CO2 drives Climate rather than the opposite which all can see.
We, WeatherAction and other UK qualified campaigners have specifically publicly challenged
Profs Sir Brain Hoskins, Brian Cox and Stephen Hawking on these lines (see latest on
www.WeatherAction.com) and they have failed to produce whereas on anything else they would
rush forth with evidence.
The importance of the fight is not only to save evidence-based science, the only science, from
the fact-free fraud of #FakeScience.
We also must destroy the CO2 delusion as a key ideological pillar of globalization which was
and is used to justify massive de-industrialization such as of the Rust belt of the USA and the
north of the UK. Success here paves the way for intelligent energy policies and bringing back
jobs. As in the USA; the first major political parties to do this in the UK and Europe will win.
I know some attendees want our WeatherAction forecasts as on previous occasions so I can
announce that - as part of our newly available USA whole summer forecasts - this summer in
USA will see the continuation of very wild jet stream variations bringing major contrasts and
extremes which are nothing to do with CO2. The first example will be in June when for much of
the month, especially the 2nd and 4th weeks North/East parts of USA will suffer a "cold wave" of notably NON-'global-warming' weather!
Visit www.WeatherAction.com for more inc links to papers, publications and releases.
Thank you
Piers Corbyn
Physicist (Bsc 1st class Imperial College London), Astrophysicist (MSc Queen Mary College London), long-range weather and climate
forecaster and creator of the revolutionary Solar-Lunar Action Technique of long range forecasting, the basis of which will be
published in due course.

